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Fundingbox & AI Ecosystem



DIHs as a middle man towards the regions



They are a fundamental source of digital innovation and productivity for companies and as such we want
to accelerate the digital transformation of the companies in their region and bridge them towards EU
Funding and Testing opportunities for Digital Solutions:

➔ Bringing the latest trending technologies to your region

➔ Providing networking opportunities with other European regions

Regions and Innovation Agencies 

CHALLENGES

- Lack understanding

- Lack of supporting mechanisms to make it happen

- Their companies are not mature enough for applying to these type of pilots



Regionalizing the AIoD through 

DIHs: DIH Catalogue AI (E)DIH (434, 126)

https://s3platform.jrc.ec.europa.eu/digital-innovation-hubs-tool
https://s3platform.jrc.ec.europa.eu/digital-innovation-hubs-tool


Examples on how we collaborate with DIHs



Capacity building for DIHs

1) Discover an alternative source of funding 

2) How to win Cascade Funding Opportunities 

3) Build your Alliances in the EU AI DIH Ecosystem



• Understand the main DIHs/EDIHs needs
• Recommendation OC challenges where AI Adoption is a key

Shaping the future of the AI 
policies and platforms



DIH Survey results

What is a typical profile of the SME looking for support in AI 
Adoption in your ecosystem?



DIH Survey results

What are the main challenges for the implementation and use of 
AI?



DIH Survey results

According to your experience, what are the biggest challenges for your organization in 
providing your ecosystem with AI-related support?



DIH Survey results

What expectations does your DIH have concerning the European projects like AI4EU, 
BonsAPPs or StairwAI?



DIHs at AI on demand Platform

https://zenodo.org/record/6483645#.YzxIhXZBxRZ

https://zenodo.org/record/6483645#.YzxIhXZBxRZ


• DIHs Roadshow vol.2: 
Discover Cascade Funding opportunities for AI (4M EUR)

• AI on Demand platform customized for DIHs: 
Help us to shape the future of AI 

• AI Adoption toolkit 
Bonsapps Essential guide about AI Adoption that will help you to 
support SMEs

DIH 2023 opportunities
for AI Hub Supportive Partners

https://ai-hub.fundingbox.com/

https://ai-hub.fundingbox.com/


DIH4AI  project and the joint approach 
towards an AI Regional DIH Network













DIH4AI Outcomes Integration 
with the  AIoD Platform



Thank you for your attention

mayte.carracedo@fundingbox.com

AI cluster at FundingBox
izabella.zrazinska@fundingbox.com

DIH4AI project sergio.gusmeroli@polimi.it
sessergio.gusmeroli@polimi.it

mailto:mayte.carracedo@fundingbox.com
mailto:izabella.zrazinska@fundingbox.com
mailto:sergio.gusmeroli@polimi.it




1. Artificial Intelligence is rapidly growing and will soon become 
ubiquitous and pervade our daily life 

2.    There are multiple opportunities that small companies can get support 
with in AI Adoption through Open Calls such as BonsAPPs, I-NERGY, 
StairwAI, AIPlan4EU, DIH4AI

3.    First steps towards a joint strategy from the ICT49 is to populate and 
enrich the «Regional Engagement – DIH» section of the AIoD portal

Key takeaways:



Join AI Community
Session summary + Q&A 

https://spaces.fundingbox.com/c/AI-community

https://spaces.fundingbox.com/c/AI-community


THANK YOU!


